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Select Queries: Using Your Data
to Answer Business Questions
Once you have data in your table, it can

down menu in the QBE grid itself. Add

field. Wildcards allow you to put in a

be analyzed by creating a query, which

each field to the QBE in the order you

portion of the criteria. For example,

lets you select a subset of the data using

want it to appear in the results. Once all

enter C* in the criteria for a LastName

criteria, sorting, and calculations. Each

the fields you would like in your query

field to find all records with last names

query starts out as a “select query.”

design are added, think about the crite-

that begin with C. Operators allow you

(Other types include update, delete, and

ria you want to use to limit which

to find numbers greater than or less

append queries.) A select query selects

records are included in the results.

than a specific number. For example,
enter <25 in the criteria for the Price

and displays data and can be used to
supply data for a report. Using various

Add Criteria

field to find all products with prices less

criteria, you can limit the fields and

If you are looking to return a specific val-

than $25. If you want to specify a range,

records that are used in the query.

ue from a field (i.e., exact criteria), enter

use “between” as an operator. For

that value on the criteria line to find all

example, entering “between 1/1/08 and

the records with that exact match in that

12/31/08” in the criteria line will return

Create a Query
On the Create ribbon, click on Query
Design. A Show Table window will
appear that lists the tables in your data-

Figure 1: Creating a Query

base. Select the table you want to use
for the query, click Add, then close the
Double-click a field

window. The table you selected will be

name to move it to the

shown with a list of the fields it contains.

quer y-by-example
(QBE) grid

Below this is a query-by-example (QBE)
grid that can be used to build the query
(see Figure 1). “Query-by-example”
means that you “show” Access which
fields to use, the type of sorting to apply,

To Sor t: Select
Ascending or
Descending

and what criteria to use for selecting
Remove

records.

the check to use

You can add fields to the QBE grid by
dragging or double-clicking the fields in
the table window or by using the drop56
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Enter Criteria to limit

the criteria but not

the records

show the field

Table 1: Using Expressions in Queries
Examples of Expressions

all the dates within that range. Note that

Field Line

To multiply two fields to calculate Sales

Sales:[Quantity]*[Price]

To subtract two fields to calculate Fee Due

Fee Due:[Program Fee]–[Fee Paid]

To join first and last name fields

Full Name:[FirstName]&””&[LastName]

To create an address line

AddressLine1:[City]&”,”&[State]
&””[ZipCode]

after you type the criteria, Access will
add # signs around the dates—e.g.,
“between #1/1/08# and #12/31/08#”—

Add Expressions

and put quotation marks around any

to indicate dates.

Calculated fields aren’t stored in tables.

additional text you want to add, such

Instead, you can add expressions to

as spacing or punctuation. Table 1

fields on the same criteria line tells

queries. The fields used for the calcula-

shows examples of different types of

Access to return only records that have

tion need to be stored in the table, such

expressions.

both these criteria. Entering criteria on

as Quantity and Price. But to get the

the criteria line and one or more of the

total sales amount, you need to create a

defined a subset of data, you can create

Or lines tells Access to find records that

calculation on the field line of a query.

a report to add professionalism to the

meet either criterion.

First type in the name of what is being

query’s raw data. Reports can contain

calculated—in this case, Sales—followed

headings and dates for context, sorted

Testing the Query

by a colon. Then enter the calculation.

data subtotals, and grand totals. Next

To run a query and see the resulting

The names of the fields used in the cal-

month, we will examine creating basic

recordset, click Run (symbolized by the

culation are enclosed in square brackets,

reports using queries as the data source.

red exclamation point) on the Design

and the desired operation uses the same

For more details about queries, Access

ribbon. Review the results to see if they

math symbols as in Excel and elsewhere

2007, and the steps to import a table in

meet your expectations. Switch back to

(+, -, *, and /).

earlier versions of Access (2000-2003),

Entering criteria for two different

Design View to make changes as need-

In addition to numeric calculations,

Once you’ve created your query and

visit http://faculty.alverno.edu/hartmap/
IMA. SF

ed. Add an ascending or descending sort

you can combine text fields. For exam-

by selecting it on the sort line of the QBE

ple, you can combine first and last

grid. You may want to run the query

name fields to use someone’s whole

Patricia Cox teaches Excel and Access to

several times as you work on it, adjust-

name, or you can combine city, state,

management accounting students at

ing the design until you are satisfied with

and zip code fields to create a line for

Alverno College in Milwaukee, Wisc.,

the results. The View tool on the Design

mailing labels. Similar to creating calcu-

and has consulted with local area busi-

toolbar will always allow you to view the

lations, you name the resulting text

nesses to create database reporting sys-

result of your design. This is true for

(followed by a colon) and then add the

tems since 1998. To send her a question

each type of object you design: tables,

field names in square brackets. Use an

to address in the Access column,

queries, reports, and forms.

ampersand (&) to connect the fields,

e-mail her at kathrynmann@tds.net.
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